
 The vaulting horse was an event in menʼs and womenʼs gymnastics since the 

first modern Olympic games, until the year 2001 where it was replaced with the vaulting 

table after the Sydney Olympics. The vaulting table features a wider, more cushioned 

and more sprung platform compared to the horse. 

 The table enhances the safety of gymnasts as well as the difficulty of skills that 

they are able to perform. The horse has been blamed for many catastrophic injuries that 

began to occur as gymnasts attempted more difficult acrobatic feats on the apparatus. 

The new vaulting table has much wider dimensions for hand placement which allows 

more room for error, especially in backward entry skills (see picture 2). It also has a 

cushioned front in the event the gymnast were to collide with the apparatus. The 

cushioned and sprung platform allows for less joint impact as well as allowing the 

gymnast to attain more height off the table and be able to perform skills once thought to 

be impossible. 

 This technology made obsolete the vaulting horse. It is no longer used in 

competitions sanctioned by the International Gymnastics Federation or International 

Olympic Committee. The technology also contributed to the demise of the “Perfect 10”. 

As gymnastics equipment improved and skills became more and more difficult, it was 

decided in 2006 that the scoring system based off of ten points would be eliminated in 

favor of an unlimited scoring system that awards higher points for skill difficulty than the 

10.0 system did. Gymnasts now have much more incentive to compete high difficulty 

skills and the new vaulting table allows them to do that in a safer environment compared 

to the horse. 
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 The technology retrieved both a sense of safety and a sense of excitement in the 

sport of gymnastics. From 1988 to 2000 there were many catastrophic accidents and 

many more close calls involving the vaulting horse. This caused gymnasts to opt for 

easier skills, to be sure they were performed safely. The excitement of seeing new, 

difficult and innovative skills had dwindled. Since the introduction of the table, the level 

of difficulty has gone up, while the number of catastrophic injuries has gone down. 

 This technology however, has reversed the cleanliness of gymnastics. With the 

safer vaulting table and a scoring system that  greatly rewards difficulty, many gymnasts 

are sacrificing execution technique in order to perform harder skills. For example 

instead of performing a near perfect double twist, a gymnast may attempt 2.5 twists, but 

with bent legs or big steps on the landing. The safer, more sprung vault table may allow 

him/her more height and confidence to perform the more difficult vault, but it often 

doesnʼt look as polished as the simpler vaults performed in past Olympic generations. 
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